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K Symbols 

 
Kali - symbolizes death to the ego; dying to the negative polarity of life; the lower aspect of 

Prakriti or Supreme Nature; also represents the lower aspect of Divine Mother.   

Kangaroo (dc) - research life in Australia. 

Karate - discipline of the will and the use of the akasic fluid in the body as used against the dark. 

Key - a sign that one has reached the threshold of the door.  If one makes the effort, they will find 

the door containing the lock.  A key may also mean that one has found the cause and answer to 

their problem.  The key is a symbol very often used by the Master to signify that the disciple is 

ready. (IS) Master R (Rakoczi aka St. Germaine):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Keys - to see a bunch of keys indicates that one is opening more than one dimension 

simultaneously.  He should be prepared for many initiatory trials in the offing.  Through such 

initiations one opens vistas to greater knowledge.  Keys also represent the opening of the 

mysteries. 

Kibble (dog food) (ark) - represents lower astral plane intellectual nourishment. 

Kidneys - to dream of the kidneys means that one is being asked by his soul to research himself 

as to his personal will.  He is also being shown the importance of self-control and self-reliance. 

King - the higher self. 

Kiss (chaste on lips, cheek or forehead) - to receive a chaste kiss on the lips, cheek or forehead 

in a dream indicates that one is receiving a token of the Holy Spirit. 

Kissing (on the cheek) - to dream of kissing a person on the cheek is the sign that both are on the 

same Light Stream and that they are doing the same degree of work at night. 

Kiss (unchaste) - if a kiss is received from a person known to the dreamer, and if there be any 

lingering sensuality in the kiss, it indicates that one should be alerted to untrained sentiments 

directed toward him by that person.    

Kitchen (ark) - preparation for spiritual nourishment. 

Kitchen (cupboard) - accessing hidden or secret spiritual information about oneself. 

Kitchen (disorderly) (ark) - spiritually irresponsible. 

Kitchen (floor tiles) (ark) - symbolic of your spiritual foundation. (Look to the condition of the 

tiles for more information.) 

Kitchen (loose floor tiles) (ark) - a symbol of an unstable spiritual foundation. 
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Kitchen Sink (ark) - spiritual initiation. 

Kitchen Sink (disorderly) (ark) - spiritually irresponsible in time of initiation. 

Kitchen Sink (hiding under) (ark) - an attempt to hide from a spiritual initiation. 

Kite - one is experiencing Higher Self eternal reality telepathy. 

Kitten - a minor, devitalizing, astral force; also means affections are being placed in a person 

who is emotionally immature. 

Kiwi - green fruits symbolize grace to be earned. 

Kleenex (handkerchief) - healing; magnetic vehicle for healing the impossibles. 

Kleenex (white handkerchief) - spiritual dreamer will have small miracles of healing. 

Knee (struck or sharp blow to knees) - this is a symbol that one is being told by the higher 

worlds to come down to the level of surrender, to give up his self-will and to let God’s Will be 

Done. 

Knee (surgery) - the knees are the recipients of all the fears in thought and emotions.  Surgery on 

the knees indicates one is being freed from mental faults or emotional obstacles standing in the 

way of spiritual progress. 

Kneeling (in mud) - a symbol that one is learning humility. 

Kneeling (in prayer with others) - symbol of mediative prayer. 

Kneeling (scrubbing floors on knees) - a symbol that one is learning humility. 

Kneeling (on stair or prie-dieu) - one has begun to ascend the ladder of illumination through 

obedience and reverence. 

Kneeling (prayer on knees) - affects the reverence flame of the heart and is a symbol that one is 

experiencing fourth-dimensional prayer in the devotional cloisters of heaven.   

Kneeling (reverence or awe) - one has attained adoration and devotion to God. 

Knees - the knees are the surrender portions of the body. The knees are the recipients of all the 

fears in thought and in the emotions. 

Knees (curtsying, bowing, preming) - a symbol that one is acknowledging that the person’s 

evolutionary consciousness is more awakened than their own, and henceforth should accept 

without question the spiritual ambassadorship of that one. 

Knees (feeble) - caused by the registering of fears in this life and in many other lives.   

Knife or Whip - in dreams indicates the tongue wounding in speaking.  When held up-right in  

hand indicates the Spirit of Truth.   
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Knight (in white armor) - a guardian protector for the initiate. 

Knitting, Sewing - night ministry industry.  To mend the garments of ether.  To be making a 

garment shows that one is building his spiritual garment during initiatory processes in sleep. 

Krishna - fisherman of the souls of men. 

Kuan Yin or Kwai-Yin or Quan Yin (ark) - Goddess of boundless compassion and motherly 

love; yin, the feminine principle.   

Kundalini - power that is moving upward. 


